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Honda XR â€¦â€¦.. What comes to mind when you hear this? Not just A beginner bike, but THE
beginner bike. You can roll the XR off the showroom floor and ride it! Why is it the best dirt bike
to start out on? Kick-start, throttle, brakes, clutch, suspesnionâ€¦. The engine is very forgiving
with its clutch and buttery-smooth power. Many adults and bigger kids me like to rip around on
these bikes; hence why finding a roached XR for sale is common. Why do we do it? All in all, the
stock springs are meant for some under lbs that trail rides. It will last longer than it should if
you jump it, but you risk breaking the frame, handlebars, and possibly more. The power is very
smooth and manageable, and can still get you out of a lot of messes. Due to a heavy flywheel
and low gearing, stalling is not an issue on the XR This cc dirt bike engine is commonly used
the sheer pleasure by many adults. This is where Honda gets its name. The reliability of the
Honda XR machines are at the top step. Reliability is one of the main reasons adults use this
engine for their pit bikes. Even after modifying the engine it can still last a long time. Nothing ,
besides the added letter. XRR is the actual name designation that Honda gave this dirt bike.
Many people just use XR to shorten it up and save time when typing it in or saying it out loud.
While a stock XR is fairly restricted to more skilled riders and weekend warriors, there are
endless mods and upgrades you can do to beef up this bike to make it more potent. A pipe and
heavy duty suspension upgrade may be all it takes to provide hours and hours of fun. Click
Here to learn what the top 5 five mods are for the XR Tags: crff xrr. I help new riders learn how
to safely ride and understand how to tune and fix their dirt bike in their garage. My son has a xr
all stock, what can I do to give it a little more umph? Any suggestions on the XR would be
appreciated. The question is, how much do you want to spend? Very easy to understand and
manageable. I reccommend!!!! Love the vintage look to it! Hey Lynsay, thanks for the comment!
It depends on where you live and what the laws on registering an off-road bike are. In some
states, you can get a title and street legalize just about any bike if you meet the requirements.
The cost mainly depends on how much you want to spend on each modification. Check out this
guide on how to convert a dirt bike to a street legal supermoto. Your email address will not be
published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment.
Honda XR Tony Berry says:. April 7, at pm. Tom Stark says:. April 10, at pm. James Sessions
says:. July 1, at am. Joe says:. February 18, at am. Lynsay says:. July 7, at pm. Kelley Fager
says:. Gabrielle says:. July 26, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Leave this field empty. Follow MXHideout:. The Honda XR a cc , four stroke , single
cylinder , off-road motorcycle produced by Honda from to The engine was a air cooled single
cylinder, four-stroke. Fuel was supplied via a single overhead cams sohc. Stopping was
achieved via expanding brake drum brake in the front and a expanding brake drum brake in the
rear. The front suspension was a 27mm leading-axle showa fork. The XRR was fitted with a 1.
The bike weighed just The wheelbase was The XR'81 was sold in and came in one color:
Tahitian Red. The side cover panel was black. The "" side cover logo was white. The seat was
black with a red "XR" logo. The engine was an OHC single cylinder displacing 99cc and linked
to a 5-speed with a manual clutch. The XR'82 was sold in in one color: Tahitian Red. The side
cover panel was white. The "XR" side cover graphic was red. The seat was black with a white ""
logo. The Honda XR'83 was sold in One color was available: Flash Red. The seat was black with
a white "XR" logo. The side cover panels were yellow. The shock springs were black. The
engine was also black. The engine was a single cylinder 99cc OHC with a 5-speed transmission
and manual clutch. The XR'84 was sold in in one color: Flash Red. The "" side cover graphic
was red. The seat was blue with a white "XR" graphic. The shock springs were red. The gas tank
wing decal was red, white, and blue. The "R" tank decal was white and blue. The side cover
panel was yellow. The seat was blue. The bike had a plastic fuel tank and Pro-Link suspension.
The gas tank and side cover panels were red. The fenders, side covers, and frame were white.
The gas tank, rear fenders, and fork boots were red. The front fender, plastic handguards, and
frame were white. The side covers were red with white panels. The front fender was red as well
as the rear fender. The tank sported a new style "wing" logo. The seat was red and had "XR"
logo on it. The tank, seat, and fork boots were red. The fenders, frame and handguards were
white. The "R" logo on the tank was blue and so was the side cover panel. The seat was red.
The fork boots and side cover panels were blue. The "XR" logo on the tank was red and blue.
The wing on the fuel tank was deleted this year. The "R" logo on the seat was red with a white
outline. The ignition now used CD instead of points. It was almost unchanged from except for a
redesign of the gas tank and seat logos. The gas tank logo had another redesign so that the
"XR" was blue outlined in red. The gas tank logo was redesigned so that the "XR" was red
outlined in purple. The gas tank logo was redesigned so that the "XR" was white with an outline
of red on a purple background. The gas tank logo was redesigned. The number plates were
white. The fork boots were black. The XRR'98 was sold in The fuel tank logo was redesigned to
include a yellow Honda wing logo. The "R" logo on the seat was black. The gas tank capacity
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